
Speakers
8 SoCal speakers (4F, 4M) and 8 Mass (Massachusetts) 
speakers (4F, 4M)

Task
Speakers were asked to tell the experimenter (always female)  
a story about something that happened to the speaker. 
Recordings lasted 1-3 minutes.
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1. Introduction

* Level > Rises
Fillers: * Level > Rises, * Falls > Rises

No effects for sex or region

Annotations
● Contour shape (rising, level, or falling)
● Discourse type (non-question, question, or non-question filler)
● “Story mode” of the speaker (telling story or not)

Measurements
● Duration of rise from the onset of the rise until its peak (F0 max)
● F0 at the onset of the rise in ERB (F0 min)
● F0 at the peak of the rise in ERB (F0 max)

Background
● Intonation Phrase (IP) final rises for declarative sentence type strikingly 

common across varieties of English (e.g. Fletcher, Grabe, & Warren, 2005; 
Barry, 2007)

● In U.S. English, these rises stereotypically associated with the speech of 
females from Southern California (SoCal) (Ritchart & Arvaniti, 2014)

● To date no acoustic study comparing frequency of the phenomenon in 
segmentally different varieties of American English (though see Clopper & 
Smiljanic, 2005)

● Use of narrative proved advantageous for eliciting non-question rises, as has been found in the past for non-American varieties (Guy 
et al., 1986)

● Most frequent contour shape for both genders and regions was level, contrary to folk perception that declaratives are always falling
● Mainstream American English-speaking college students from both the Southwest and Northeast pockets of the U.S. use rising 

declaratives at similar rates
● SoCal females produced significantly longer rises than SoCal males, though this difference was not found between Mass females and 

males: nuanced pragmatic usage of different rises only by SoCal females? (See Tomlinson & Foxtree, 2011)
● SoCal females produced the longest and steepest rises of all groups: greater use of an “intonational gesture space” than others?

UTTERANCE 
TYPE

Rise Level Fall TOTAL

Non-question 232
(33%)

274
(39%)

197
(28%)

703
(100%)

Filler 12
(7%)

128
(75%)

30
(18%)

170
(100%)

SEX Rise Level Fall TOTAL
Female 166

(30%)
244

(45%)
139

(25%)
549

(100%)
Male 78

(24%)
158

(49%)
88

(27%)
324

(100%)
REGION Rise Level Fall Total
SoCal 133

(29%)
205

(44%)
125

(27%)
463

(100%)
Mass 111

(27%)
197

(48%)
102

(25%)
410

(100%)

Research Questions
1. In narrative speech, are there effects of region and 

gender in terms of the frequency of IP-final rises in 
utterances that are not questions?

2. Are there effects of region and gender in terms of 
the phonetic realization of the rises?

2. Methods

3. Results

4. Discussion & Conclusion

(Questions and utterances not part of the story were excluded)

* region x gender
CA: * F > M, MA: n.s.

* gender
F > M
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